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EDITORIAL COMMENT

Bleeding and Quality of Life*
Andrzej Budaj, MD, PHD

I

t is well-recognized that bleeding during hospi-

of life (QOL) after ACS are scarce. The latter is of

talization for acute coronary syndrome (ACS) or

particular interest in the context of recommendations

following percutaneous coronary intervention

for prolonged dual antiplatelet therapy (DAPT) with

is associated with an increased risk of subsequent

more potent P2Y 12 inhibitors (4,9). In this issue of the

adverse outcomes, including death, myocardial in-

Journal, Amin et al. (10) analyze the prevalence and

farction (MI), stroke, and stent thrombosis (1–3).

impact of bleeding on QOL and health utilities in

Therefore, bleeding prevention is now recognized as

9,290 acute MI patients in the TRANSLATE-ACS

just as important a goal as prevention of ischemic

(Treatment with ADP Receptor Inhibitors: Longitudi-

events. Risk stratiﬁcation for in-hospital bleeding

nal Assessment of Treatment Patterns and Events

and antihemorrhagic management is a Class I re-

after Acute Coronary Syndrome) registry treated with

commendation in the guidelines (4,5). Despite the

percutaneous coronary intervention and discharged

availability of standardized deﬁnitions of bleeding,

on DAPT. The primary outcome was the 6-month EQ-

developed

Research

5D (a standard 5-question QOL tool) index score and

Consortium (BARC), various deﬁnitions have been

secondary EQ-5D visual analog scale (VAS), also at 6

used in clinical trials to assess bleeding for both in-

months. The magnitude of difference in QOL was

hospital and post-discharge periods. BARC deﬁnitions

estimated by using Cohen’s d index. The entire

have been well-validated and are particularly suited

spectrum of post-discharge BARC bleeding types was

for assessment of post-discharge bleeding, enabling

analyzed, and the following comparisons were made:

collection of patient reports (6–8). However, most

none versus any bleeding, BARC type 1, BARC type 2

studies showing associations between bleeding and

to 4, and BARC type 3 to 4.

by

the

Bleeding

Academic

outcomes have focused on major bleeding events.

SEE PAGE 59

Even in those reports demonstrating an impact of minor bleeding on outcomes, the deﬁnitions of minor

The investigators demonstrated a high prevalence

bleeding would be classiﬁed as greater than BARC

of any BARC bleeding (24.2%) and its association with

type 2 (3). The BARC deﬁnition enables the identiﬁca-

worse 6-month health-state utilities and QOL. The

tion of clinically very minor bleeding, BARC type 1,

degree of impairment increased in a stepwise fashion

that does not require medical care or hospitalization.

with bleeding severity. However, the follow-up

Although the impact of bleeding on clinical out-

period of 6 months in the study was relatively short.

comes has been well documented, the data on quality

In

contrast,

recent

evidence

demonstrated

an

ischemic beneﬁt associated with prolonged DAPT for
2 to 3 years following the occurrence of an acute
coronary event. Therefore, we deﬁnitely need better
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current guideline recommendations for more potent

associated with worse QOL (11). The latter high fre-

P2Y12 inhibitors than clopidogrel along with the evi-

quency of BARC type 1 bleeding with more prolonged

dence of anti-ischemic beneﬁts from prolonged DAPT

therapy and its consequences should be taken into

will affect bleeding incidence with resulting conse-

consideration when making decisions regarding opti-

quences of decreased QOL.

mization of DAPT duration. In earlier single-center

Amin et al. (10) applied contemporary tools for

studies, investigators showed that nuisance bleeding

estimating QOL and health status. The EQ-5D index

had a negative impact on antiplatelet therapy adher-

score, based on the U.S. population preference weights

ence (12,13). The latter raises potential criticism for the

validated for ACS, examined various QOL domains:

deﬁnition of BARC type 1 bleeding as “not actionable”

mobility, self-care, usual activities, pain/discomfort,

when, in fact, the patient may “take action” and dis-

and anxiety/depression. QOL was also assessed with

continue medication without seeking medical atten-

the EQ-5D VAS to self-estimate overall health status of

tion. Self-discontinuation of DAPT places patients

each patient. Importantly, BARC bleeding was inde-

at risk for recurrent ischemic events, including

pendently associated with EQ-5D index score and a

stent thrombosis. BARC type 1 bleeding, although not

lower QOL according to the VAS at 6 months. Both

correlated with mortality, is clinically relevant.

scores declined in a stepwise fashion with increasing

Less severe forms of bleeding as reported by pa-

BARC bleeding severity. The decrement in EQ-5D and

tients have not been rigorously collected and adjudi-

Cohen’s d index were similar to the effect sizes

cated in current clinical trials. The clinical relevance of

observed for cancers. Therefore, the decrease in QOL

this “low-grade” bleeding mandates recording these

associated with bleeding was clinically meaningful.

bleeds, particularly in studies of new and more potent

The current study enabled the assessment of very

antiplatelet and antithrombotic agents as well as in

minor (close to nuisance) BARC type 1 bleeding,

studies investigating optimal duration of therapy.

deﬁned as “bleeding that does not cause the patient

Standardized surveys used to assess bleeding compli-

to seek medical care or hospitalization and is not

cations in patients with hematologic disorders may

actionable.” In contrast to the harder endpoints of

facilitate identiﬁcation of speciﬁc signs of bleeding.

BARC type 2 (hospitalization), BARC type 3 (hemo-

Less severe forms of bleeding should also be consid-

globin drop/transfusion), and BARC type 5 (fatality)

ered in clinical practice for individualizing decisions

bleeding, identiﬁcation of BARC type 1 bleeding in

regarding antiplatelet and anticoagulation therapy.

clinical trials will require more effort than chart re-

The current TRANSLATE-ACS registry analysis

view. BARC 1 bleeding occurred in 9.1% of patients

holds important implications for clinical practice

during 6-month follow-up in the current study, and

and future clinical trials. It expanded the impact of

there was a signiﬁcant independent association be-

bleeding from clinical outcomes to QOL, documented

tween BARC type 1 bleeding and decreased QOL

the usefulness of the entire spectrum of BARC bleeding

expressed by both scales. BARC type 1 bleeding

deﬁnitions, and encouraged more proactive assess-

negatively inﬂuenced all EQ-5D QOL domains, none

ment of all bleeding, including the BARC type

of which are trivial endpoints.

1/nuisance-type bleeding.
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